Intended to be shown as *objet d’art* rather than used in play, ornamental chess sets are testaments to the artistic skill of their creators, as well as the refinement of the wealthy patrons who commissioned them. Freed from the confines of practicality, artists created chess sets of great beauty and originality. Master carvers flaunted their expertise in manipulating luxury materials such as ivory, gold, silver, pearls and precious stones in these ornamental chess sets.

Many feature elaborate gilded decoration, delicate carving, and tall forms that made them less than ideal for playing, but perfect as demonstrations of wealth, or as a generous gift for a friend.

Ornamental sets were also symbols of the erudition and sophistication of their owners. Several of the ornamental sets in this show have themes drawn from history, mythology, or religion. The Italian Good-versus-Evil Ivory set contains bishops holding copies of Dante Alighieri’s *The Inferno*, while another set pits Venus and Bacchus, two figures from Roman mythology, against each other. Other artists turned to contemporary military conflicts for inspiration. The army of the British East India Company combats Indian military forces in East India “John” Company sets, while other sets celebrated the exploits of Emperor Napoleon.

Ornamental sets could also show that a person was well-traveled. A set from Dieppe, France, where master carvers produced lovely ivory products, could indicate the owners had traveled to the popular resort town. Swiss Charlemagne sets, produced in Brieze, Switzerland, were also marketed to tourists in catalogues.

These sets were so prized by their owners that, despite their delicate nature and rich materials, they have survived centuries later as examples of the excellent craftsmanship of their makers. They continue to be valued, not only for their aesthetic qualities, but also for the fascinating stories they tell.
PHILOSOPHY ON COLLECTING

The guiding principles of a chess collector can evolve over time as the collection grows and takes shape. My initial acquisitions were driven by a lifelong love of the game itself. It was a thrill to purchase an antique playing set and touch the well-worn pieces from chess games of the distant past. One acquisition led to another, and eventually I had to admit—to myself and others—that these chess sets, which were now overflowing from one room to the next, formed a collection, which also meant that I had somehow become a collector.

Nowadays things are different. My collection has expanded to include ornamental sets, which were created as objects of beauty rather than intended for use in actual play. I also collect antique chess boards, timers, publications, and chess miscellanea. Every collection must have boundaries, and mine is defined by two words: “chess” and “antique.” But even these concepts are not quite specific enough. Does “chess” include variants or similar games? For my collection, generally not, so I don’t collect xiang xi (better known as Chinese Chess). However, I do have several antique Thai/Cambodian makrook sets. These sets and boards can be used for normal chess, even though the rules of makrook are somewhat different.

“Antique” also has a boundary definition. Generally I collect items created prior to the 20th century. Victorian-era (roughly 19th century) sets have special importance to me, due to the extensive archival research I’ve done on the manufacturers and retailers of those sets. Earlier chess sets can be even more desirable because of their age, rarity, and oftentimes superlative craftsmanship.

Two other guidelines I have set for my collecting are “quality over quantity” and “seek the unique.” I am constantly searching for high-quality sets with rare and beautiful features. This was not always the case; early on, my collection lacked some of the “must-have” types of antique sets: a Russian Khomogory set, a Rajasthan canopy set, a Pulpit set, and so on. But as my collection has gradually matured, those gaps have been filled. So now I focus on rare, or even one-of-a-kind, antique sets.

What about restoration for a damaged antique set? There are two schools of thought, equally valid, in my opinion. The first school says that damage is simply part of the history of a set, and should be left as-is. I have friends in the collecting world who follow that doctrine, and I respect them for it, but my own opinion is in line with the other viewpoint, that careful restoration can honor the intentions of the creators of the sets. One important corollary is that any restoration should be fully and accurately documented, so that the set’s historical provenance is complete.

This last point is very important, and is worth stating in an even larger context: collectors have a solemn responsibility to the collecting community—and even to history itself—to accurately represent all aspects of the artifacts of antiquity. There is no place in the arts, sciences, or any other human discipline for historical items that are not fully authentic, or even worse, misrepresented. It is a “higher calling” of the collector, as it would be for a historian or museum curator, to ensure that the relics of past eras are passed on to future generations with confidence and valid provenance.

With regards to the future, I don’t know where my collecting interests will take me next. Like the game of chess itself, my chess collecting experience has always been filled with new excitement and new discoveries. Wherever it chooses to take me, I’ll certainly go along for the ride.

—Jon Crumiller, April 2013
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Jon’s tournament experience stretches back to the Chess boom years in the early 1970s, and includes a State Championship title (Delaware) and numerous other tournament victories. Along the way, he has earned the USCF National Master title. In both over-the-board and correspondence chess, Jon is an active member of the Princeton Chess Club, and a participant in national and international events.

Jon credits much of his middle-age chess improvement to his friend and chess teacher, Grandmaster Lev Alburt. Jon’s background as a tournament chess player and avid collector of antique chess sets has inspired his passion for collecting antique playing sets. Over time, his collection has increased in scope and now includes over 600 ornamental chess sets, as well as chess boards, books, and chess miscellanea, mainly from the 18th and 19th centuries. He is insatiable about the origins of these antique sets, Jon often research projects about the evolution of chess sets, styles, usage, and manufacturing. He enthusiastically shares the results of his research with the wider community of collectors. Jon also maintains a website with photos of his exquisite collection at: www.chessantique.com

Jon and his wife, Jenny, live in Princeton, New Jersey, and have three adult children and one grandchild. As a Co-founder and Chief Operating Officer of Princeton Consultants Inc., Jon specializes in business optimization and organizational efficiency. Jenny is an elected official on the Princeton Council, the governing body of Princeton, New Jersey.

JONATHAN CRUMILLER
Game pieces

So far, players could regularly see solid wood for more than 200 years. Today’s modern games are different. They are the result of modern manufacturing processes and new materials, such as plastic, nylon, and metal. The interior of each piece is made to fit precisely, and the exterior is made to be durable and strong. The pieces are designed to be played indoors or outdoors, and they are made to last for many years.

In the past, games were played on wooden boards with pieces made from wood. Today, games are played on a variety of surfaces, including plastic, metal, and even digital interfaces. The variety of game pieces is endless, and each piece has its own unique characteristics and advantages.
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